
   Eating Utensils & Accessories

 Bamboo Bowl & Spoon (blue)
by AVANCHY

ISBN: 712324633931
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $32.00

For a no-slip, mess-free meal, try the Avanchy Bamboo Suction Baby Bowl. Crafted from organic bamboo, this durable bowl suctions to the table for easy
eating and even easier cleanup. It’s hypoallergenic and free from harmful chemicals so your little one has a safer mealtime.• Suitable for ages 4 to 72 months
• Activate the Airtight-Lock mechanism by firmly pressing your dish onto a flat surface until you hear all the air come out; place the easy release tab facing
the opposite side of your little one; then to release, simply pull the release tab and the suction piece pops off just like magic
• The spoon features an ergonomically designed bamboo handle that fits both adult and baby hands, and a soft silicone tip feels gentle against tender teething
gums
• Comes with bowl and matching spoon

 Bamboo Bowl & Spoon (green)
by AVANCHY

ISBN: 712324633894
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $32.00

For a no-slip, mess-free meal, try the Avanchy Bamboo Suction Baby Bowl. Crafted from organic bamboo, this durable bowl suctions to the table for easy
eating and even easier cleanup. It’s hypoallergenic and free from harmful chemicals so your little one has a safer mealtime.• Suitable for ages 4 to 72 months
• Activate the Airtight-Lock mechanism by firmly pressing your dish onto a flat surface until you hear all the air come out; place the easy release tab facing
the opposite side of your little one; then to release, simply pull the release tab and the suction piece pops off just like magic
• The spoon features an ergonomically designed bamboo handle that fits both adult and baby hands, and a soft silicone tip feels gentle against tender teething
gums
• Comes with bowl and matching spoon

 Bamboo Bowl & Spoon (magenta)
by AVANCHY

ISBN: 712324633979
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $32.00

For a no-slip, mess-free meal, try the Avanchy Bamboo Suction Baby Bowl. Crafted from organic bamboo, this durable bowl suctions to the table for easy
eating and even easier cleanup. It’s hypoallergenic and free from harmful chemicals so your little one has a safer mealtime.• Suitable for ages 4 to 72 months
• Activate the Airtight-Lock mechanism by firmly pressing your dish onto a flat surface until you hear all the air come out; place the easy release tab facing
the opposite side of your little one; then to release, simply pull the release tab and the suction piece pops off just like magic
• The spoon features an ergonomically designed bamboo handle that fits both adult and baby hands, and a soft silicone tip feels gentle against tender teething
gums
• Comes with bowl and matching spoon
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 Bamboo Bowl & Spoon (yellow)

by AVANCHY

ISBN: 712324633900
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $32.00

For a no-slip, mess-free meal, try the Avanchy Bamboo Suction Baby Bowl. Crafted from organic bamboo, this durable bowl suctions to the table for easy
eating and even easier cleanup. It’s hypoallergenic and free from harmful chemicals so your little one has a safer mealtime.• Suitable for ages 4 to 72 months
• Activate the Airtight-Lock mechanism by firmly pressing your dish onto a flat surface until you hear all the air come out; place the easy release tab facing
the opposite side of your little one; then to release, simply pull the release tab and the suction piece pops off just like magic
• The spoon features an ergonomically designed bamboo handle that fits both adult and baby hands, and a soft silicone tip feels gentle against tender teething
gums
• Comes with bowl and matching spoon

 Bamboo Infant Spoons (5 Pack)
by AVANCHY

ISBN: 731236357841
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $32.00

Bamboo and BPA free food grade silicone spoon, soft for gentle mouths and long enough making it easy for mom to reach. 6.5" L x 1" W & 0.6oz.Safety
first! feed your child with high quality, BPA free, melamine free, lead free and no harmful chemical materials.This pack comes with five individually
coloured spoons: green, blue, yellow, magenta, and orange.

 Bamboo Plate & Spoon (blue)
by AVANCHY

ISBN: 731882134025
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $32.00

The Avanchy Bamboo Baby Plate and Spoon is a durable, no-slip solution to cleaner meals. Crafted from lightweight bamboo and silicone, this set boasts a
beautiful bamboo plate sectioned into three compartments. It also suctions to any flat surface for easy eating and even easier cleanup. Baby can effortlessly
grab and maneuver its long bamboo spoon with a sturdy, reinforced neck. It’s hypoallergenic and free from harmful chemicals so your little one has a safer
mealtime.• Place the easy release tab facing the opposite side of your little one; to release, simply pull the release tab and the suction piece pops off just like
magic
• Soft silicone tip on spoon feels gentle against tender teething gums, and ergonomically designed handle fits both adult and baby hands
• Suitable for ages 4 to 72 months
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 Bamboo Plate & Spoon (green)

by AVANCHY

ISBN: 712324633948
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $32.00

The Avanchy Bamboo Baby Plate and Spoon is a durable, no-slip solution to cleaner meals. Crafted from lightweight bamboo and silicone, this set boasts a
beautiful bamboo plate sectioned into three compartments. It also suctions to any flat surface for easy eating and even easier cleanup. Baby can effortlessly
grab and maneuver its long bamboo spoon with a sturdy, reinforced neck. It’s hypoallergenic and free from harmful chemicals so your little one has a safer
mealtime.• Place the easy release tab facing the opposite side of your little one; to release, simply pull the release tab and the suction piece pops off just like
magic
• Soft silicone tip on spoon feels gentle against tender teething gums, and ergonomically designed handle fits both adult and baby hands
• Suitable for ages 4 to 72 months

 Bamboo Plate & Spoon (magenta)
by AVANCHY

ISBN: 731882134049
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $32.00

The Avanchy Bamboo Baby Plate and Spoon is a durable, no-slip solution to cleaner meals. Crafted from lightweight bamboo and silicone, this set boasts a
beautiful bamboo plate sectioned into three compartments. It also suctions to any flat surface for easy eating and even easier cleanup. Baby can effortlessly
grab and maneuver its long bamboo spoon with a sturdy, reinforced neck. It’s hypoallergenic and free from harmful chemicals so your little one has a safer
mealtime.• Place the easy release tab facing the opposite side of your little one; to release, simply pull the release tab and the suction piece pops off just like
magic
• Soft silicone tip on spoon feels gentle against tender teething gums, and ergonomically designed handle fits both adult and baby hands
• Suitable for ages 4 to 72 months

 Bamboo Plate & Spoon (yellow)
by AVANCHY

ISBN: 731882134032
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $32.00

The Avanchy Bamboo Baby Plate and Spoon is a durable, no-slip solution to cleaner meals. Crafted from lightweight bamboo and silicone, this set boasts a
beautiful bamboo plate sectioned into three compartments. It also suctions to any flat surface for easy eating and even easier cleanup. Baby can effortlessly
grab and maneuver its long bamboo spoon with a sturdy, reinforced neck. It’s hypoallergenic and free from harmful chemicals so your little one has a safer
mealtime.• Place the easy release tab facing the opposite side of your little one; to release, simply pull the release tab and the suction piece pops off just like
magic
• Soft silicone tip on spoon feels gentle against tender teething gums, and ergonomically designed handle fits both adult and baby hands
• Suitable for ages 4 to 72 months
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 The Day The Crayons Quit Lunchbag

by MERRYMAKERS

ISBN: 9781579824372
Binding: Unknown 
Series: The Day the Crayons
Publisher: MerryMakers Inc.
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $22.50

Take your crayons everywhere with this new, easy to carry, insulated lunch bag based on the kid-favorite books by Drew Daywalt, illustrated by Oliver
Jeffers.Surface wash only. Safe for ages 3 and up. 10” x 8.5" x 5"

 Dog Man & Cat Kid Lunchbag
by MERRYMAKERS

ISBN: 9781579824389
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Dog Man
Publisher: MerryMakers Inc.
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $22.50

Hungry for more crime-solving? Now you can take a bite out of crime with this action-packed, easy to carry, insulated lunch bag featuring Dog Man and Cat
Kid.Surface wash only. Safe for all ages. 10" x 8.5" x 5".

 Reusable Silicone Straws (4-pack plus cleaner)
by COLIBRI

ISBN: 828306001138
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $16.00

Soft and flexible, these straws are safe for your teeth!Colibri Silicone Straws are made in Canada using 100% silicone. They are 10" long, BPA free and
meet Health Canada and FDA food safety standards. Use for hot or cold drinks. The stopper ring at the bottom makes them great for using in tumblers.
Colibri straws are dishwasher safe, can be washed in the sink or boiled to sterilize.The included straw cleaner is custom made just for Colibri!  Manufactured
in Canada, it features a stainless steel handle self-healing nylon bristles.  Your cleaner can be washed in hot water and is dishwasher safe!

 Stainless Steel Bowl & Spoon (black)
by AVANCHY

ISBN: 612520620363
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $32.00

Similar to the rest of the Avanchy range, this stainless steel bowl has a silicone suction cup at the bottom, with the addition of an air tight lock lid. Comes
with a matching spoon.The stainless-steel bowl with lid was created for parents who want to keep their baby’s food secure on the go and easy overnight
storage to help with food prepping. Thanks to the innovative lid mechanism, the food always stays inside the bowl and does not spill – not even during
bumpy road trips!Plastic, BPA, PVC, Lead, and Phthalate free, 100% environmentally friendly! Interchangeable and removable silicone suction ring.
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 Stainless Steel Bowl & Spoon (green)

by AVANCHY

ISBN: 612520620547
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $32.00

Similar to the rest of the Avanchy range, this stainless steel bowl has a silicone suction cup at the bottom, with the addition of an air tight lock lid. Comes
with a matching spoon.The stainless-steel bowl with lid was created for parents who want to keep their baby’s food secure on the go and easy overnight
storage to help with food prepping. Thanks to the innovative lid mechanism, the food always stays inside the bowl and does not spill – not even during
bumpy road trips!Plastic, BPA, PVC, Lead, and Phthalate free, 100% environmentally friendly! Interchangeable and removable silicone suction ring.
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